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ABSTRACT 

 

This research deals with sense based sentences in One Half Love 

Comic. The aims of this research are to describe the type of sense based sentences 

and to describe the illocutionary act of sense based sentences found in One Half 

Love Comic.The type of this research is descriptive qualitative research. The 

researcher uses One Half Love Comic as the data source. The data of this 

research are simple declarative sentences. The researcher employs documentation 

as the method of collecting data with the techniques: reading, underlying, 

identifying and classifying the data. In analyzing the data, the writer describe the 

type of sense based sentences found in One Half Love Comic by referring to the 

theory of sense properties of sentences by Hurford and Heasley (1983) and 

describing illocutionary act of sense based sentences by Peccei (1999). The result 

of this research shows that there are three types of sense based sentences from the 

thirty seven data (100%) found in one half comic. They are analytic sentence (1 

datum/ 2, 70%), synthetic sentence (31 data/ 83, 79%), and contradiction 

sentence (5 data/ 13, 51%). The illocutionary act is Amazing, Requesting, 

Confusing, Warning, Informing, Supporting, Surprising, Worrying, Promising, 

Persuading, want, Shocking, Knowing, Annoying, Regretting, Lying, Convincing, 

Up to, Asking, Suggesting, Proud and commanding. 
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A. Introduction 

Sentence consists of several words. Every word contains its own sense. 

sense focus of words meaning. Sense concerns with meaning that is obviously 

linked by the system of language, and not the speaker’s meaning particularly 

related by the speakers on circumstance.  According to Hulford and Heaslay 

(1983:91) sense is an indispensable hard core of meaning that constitutes such 

expression, for example, the sense of meaning of father are human, male, and 

having a child, while the sense of meaning of mother are human, female, and 

having a child. These components of meaning are automatically necessary in both 

abstract concept (father and mother). From the word father, the components of 

human, male and having a child cannot be removed at all. If one of components is 

removed, the sense will be different. 

In the level of sentence, Hulford and Heaslay (1983:91-93) state that 

there are three important properties of sentences. They are, first, analytic sentence 

or true sentence, for example cat is an animal. Cat is an animal is automatically 

true because both cat and animal have the meaning relation. So, it is not necessary 

to observe the truth of sentence in the real world. Second is synthetic sentence or 

sentence which can be true or false depending on the way the world is, for 

example no cats like to bathe. Cat is animal, mammals, have four legs, and 

omnivore. There is no relation of sense between cat and like to bathe. It can be 

true or false depending on reality whether cat likes to bathe or not. The lasts is 

contradiction sentence which is automatically false sentence, for example the sun 

is cool. The sun is star at the center of solar system. The sun indicates surface 

temperature of approximately 5505 Celsius degree, It is impossible that the sun is 

cool. Thus, the sentence is automatically false. 

 Peccei (1999:47) learns about speech act that it studies about meaning 

which it is implied or not. Sentence contains of meaning such as a speaker’s 

intention. On the other word, the sentence of the speaker/ writer can be different 

from the speaker’s/ writer’s intention. By using illocutionary act in pragmatic 



techniques, the more meaning will be got. Then the more understanding by the 

hearer/ reader of meaning can be got well. He divides three levels to analysis of 

speech act, they are   locutionary act or what words are used of the speech, 

Illocutionary act or what the speaker is doing by using those words, and 

Perlocutionary act or what is the effect of those words on the hearer. In order to 

support the speaker’s intention, Nunan (1993:7) elaborates the types of context; 

they are Linguistic context and Non- linguistic or experimental context (type of 

communication event, the topic, the purpose of the event, the setting, the 

participants , the background knowledge and the assumption underlying the 

communicative event).  

 

B. Research method 

This research uses descriptive qualitative research. She takes 

descriptive qualitative research because no statistic and  the writer intends to 

describe the sense based sentence and describe the speaker’s intention by 

illocutionary act in the One Half Love Comic. 

The object of this research is sense based sentences found in the One 

Half Love Comic. 

The data in this research are simple declarative sentence found in the 

One Half Love Comic. 

The technique of collecting data is documentation, the steps are reading 

the comic, underlying and the sentences containing simple declarative sentences, 

than Identifying and classifying the category of data including the forms of simple 

declarative sentences related to the type of sense based sentences. 

The technique of data analysis of this research are describing the type of 

sense based sentences  by referring to Hurford and Heasley (1983), then 



describing the meaning of sense based sentences by referring to speech context by 

Nunan (1993)  and illocutionary act of Peccei (1999). 

 

C. Result and Discussion 

The writer interested to study sense based sentences because sense 

focus on words meaning. Sense concerns with meaning that is obliviously linked 

by the system of language, and not the speaker’s meaning particularly related by 

the speaker circumstance. Comics are visual media entertaining. Comics not only 

consist pictures of the character but also any sentence that support the character. 

Comics purpose to make reader entertaining and happy after reading the story of 

comic. Based on the analysis above the writer discuses about the sense that 

contain in the One Half Love Comic. The result of the analysis, as follows; 

1. The kinds of sense based sentences  

There are three types of sense based sentences found in One Half Love 

comic. They are analytic sentence, synthetic sentence, and contradiction sentence.  

a. Analytic sentence 

Akari : Here is it 

  The shower room 

  I’m sorry 

  Why is there boy 

  This is female shower room for ladies right. 

The bold sentence above is true because both the word female and ladies 

equally means woman. It is not necessary to observe the truth of the 

sentence in the real world. 

b. Synthetic sentence 

Kaoru   : Naa, are we there yet? 

Driver  : It seems there is an accident in Jyutai. 

Kaoru  : Give me a break.. 

   To make things worse there isn’t much time. 

Nyu  : Now Now 

 



The bold sentence is a synthetic sentence that can be either true of false 

depending on the fact in the real world whether to make things worse 

needs process and time. The time needed can be long or short 

depending on the worse situation which happened. It is necessary to 

prove it by consulting the state of affairs holding in the world. 

c. Contradiction sentence 

Nyu : Skirt fluttering waiting to display this feeling of 

love. 

Koaru  : Going to say it right now. 

Nyu and Koaru : That I’m in love with you. 

 

The bold sentence above is certainly a false sentence, because Skirt is 

not human and impossible to have love. The sentence above is false 

because the meaning of word in the sentence is contradiction in the 

real world. 

Table 

The Types of Sense Based Sentences 

No.  Types of Sense 

Based Sentences 

Amount Number of 

Data 

Percentage 

(%) 

1 Analytic sentence 1 26 2, 70% 

2 Synthetic Sentence 31 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 

7, 8, 9, 10, 

11, 12, 13, 

14, 15, 16, 

17, 19, 20, 

21, 22, 23, 

24, 25, 27, 

31, 32, 33, 

35, 37. 

83, 79% 

3 Contradiction 

Sentence 

5 1, 28, 29, 30, 

34 

13, 51% 

Total 37  100% 



The results of the table above, three types of sense based sentences are 

that one datum belonging to analytic sentence (2, 70%), thirty one data belonging 

to synthetic sentence (83, 79%), and five data belonging to contradiction sentence 

(13, 51%). So the total of the whole data found in One Half Love comic are thirty 

seven data (100%).  

Bases on the result above in the One Half Love Comic contain sense 

based sentences that mostly presented in synthetic sentence. Synthetic sentence is 

a sentence that must be interpreted from the reader in two types, the first type is 

true and the second type is false. So, the sentence will make ambiguity and the 

result will make the reader confuse to understand the meaning of comic. The 

writer of comic purposes when he/ she makes comic that contain ambiguity 

sentence, it will make the reader interest to read comic piece to piece until the end 

of comic to get the meaning of ambiguity sentence.  

Beside study about sense based sentence, the writer study about 

illocutionary act, its purpose to know what the intention of the speaker from the 

sentence that belonging of sense. Based on the analysis above, the result of 

illocutionary act based sentences in One Half Love comic are: 

 

  To make things worse there isn’t much time 

Kaoru   : Naa, are we there yet? 

Driver  : It seems there is an accident in Jyutai. 



Kaoru  : Give me a break.. 

   To make things worse there isn’t much time. 

Nyu  : Now Now 

Context : Kaoru and Nyu are in hurry when they go to the studio 

music. But in the half route, their car gets traffic jam 

because there’s an accident in Jyuntai Street. Kaoru is 

angry with this condition that will make his schedule 

late. The conversation above is about traffic jam. 

Locution : Kaoru says that to make things worse there isn’t much 

time. 

Illocution :  based on the context above, when Kaoru produces the 

utterance “To make things worse there isn’t much time” 

which means that Kaoru is just sarcastic to his driver, so 

he lets to drive a car because Kaoru wants to arrive on 

time at the studio music. So, the intention of utterance is 

showing annoyance about the traffic jam that makes his 

schedule late. 

Perlocution:- 

The Illocutionary Meaning of Sense Based Sentences 

No Type of 

Illocution 

Number of Date Total (100%) 

Percentage (%) 

1 Amazing 2, 5, 6, 22, 23 13, 52% 

2 Requesting 3 2, 70% 

3 Confusing 9 2, 70% 

4 Warning 10 2, 70% 

5 Informing 1, 14, 16 8, 11% 

6 Supporting 17 2, 70% 

7 Surprising 24 2, 70% 



8 Worrying 12, 15, 18 8, 11% 

9 Promising 20, 21 5, 41 % 

10 Persuading  19 2, 70% 

11 want 26, 27 5, 41 % 

12 Shocking 36 2, 70% 

13 knowing 29, 30 5, 41 % 

14 Annoying 4, 28, 31 8, 11% 

16 Regretting 8 2, 70% 

17 Lying 32, 33 5, 41 % 

18 Convincing 7, 34 5, 41 % 

19 Up to  37 2, 70% 

20 Asking  11 2, 70% 

21 Suggesting  13 2, 70% 

22 commanding 25 2, 70% 

23 Proud  35 2, 70% 

 

 The results of the table above, there are thirty seven data of 

illocutionary act of sense based sentences found in One Half Love comic. The 

illocutionary act is Amazing, Requesting, Confusing, Warning, Informing, 

Supporting, Surprising, Worrying, Promising, Persuading, want, Shocking, 

Knowing, Annoying, Regretting, Lying, Convincing, Up to, Asking, Suggesting, 

Proud and commanding that found in sentences containing of sense. Based on the 

table above the illocutionary act mostly appears in amazing. The writer of comic 

wants to deliver moral value from it. The writer of comic implied if the reader is 

amazing to someone, the reader must become the reader who was amazed.  It is 

like the story of One Half Love Comic, when Akari is fans of Flower group, some 

day she becomes the member of Flower by hard working. 

 

 



D. Conclusion 

The writer draws the conclusion based on the date analysis and 

discussion of the findings in the chapter IV, as follows: 

1. In the One Half Love Comic almost contain of synthetic sentences that 

appear ambiguity, the writer of comic aims entertain the reader, 

because the reader will feel curiosity when they find synthetic sentence 

and always search what the meaning of the sentence. The reader gets 

meaning of the sentence after they read of all story. So, the writer 

concludes that ambiguity will entertain the reader when they read 

comic, beside that the writer of comic aims with ambiguity the comic 

will more sold. Finally, all of the comics dominated by synthetic 

sentence. 

2. The illocutionary acts is the writer of comic method to deliver moral 

value to the reader. It is like the story of One Half Love Comic, when 

Akari is fans of Flower group, some day she becomes the member of 

Flower by hard working. So, when the reader is amazing to someone, 

the reader must become the reader who was amazed.  Finally, the 

writer of comic delivers moral value of comic by dominating 

illocutionary act that appear. 
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